
Comparing Mishna Berurah and Aruch Hashulchan 
 

Hallmarks: 

 

Mishna Berurah 

 

 in the Mishna Berurah (ו) near the end of the first line at the top of the page corresponds to (ו)

part of the page, at the beginning of the 5
th

 line of the Mishna Berurah. 

 

Mishna Berurah presents both sides of the issue, hewing very closely to words of earlier sources 

and their own reasons. Even his most far-fetched extension – to eating fruits or other non- 

“Leishev” foods in the sukkah – is not without validation from earlier sources, as he quotes one 

in Sha’ar HaTziun #8, and then the opposite opinion in Sha’ar HaTziun #9. He ends up settling 

on a comfortable middle ground, that regarding eating non-“Leishev” foods one can do as he 

wishes, but never really takes a clear position on the issue from which that side-issue emerged, 

namely sleeping. He never presents for discussion the issue of “Leishev” foods, because the 

Gemara and Rishonim were clear on that so there is no wiggle room. 

 

Aruch Hashulchan 

 

Hallmarks of AHS – 1) Discusses customs divergent from Gemara/mainstream in critical way 

before pivoting to justify and even praise them. 2) Seems to side with one opinion before  

pivoting to the other side (and possibly even back again). 3) Paragraph breaks mean little. 

Pathway: 

Halacha 2: Lenient on sleep, like Mordechai – looks like Bal Tosif (adding to a mitzvah). 

Halacha 3: Cites divergent customs regarding eating as being wrong and against Gemara. 

Halacha 4: Begins to try to justify divergent customs on basis of lulav, which is not used on 

Shemini Atzeret because obviously for weekday and not Yom Tov use – would be no clear 

differentiation if used. Same with eating – must contain clear differentiation from mitzvah 

purpose to be allowed. 

Halacha 5: Clear differentiation on eating was only possible to achieve in warmer climates when 

people might have eaten outside for their own enjoyment on Shemini Atzeret, but in our colder 

climates it is clearly for a mitzvah so there is no differentiation, so the divergent customs have 

validity after all. 

 

 

 

 

Gemara: Eating a meal (“Leishev”) – eat without beracha 

 Tosafot: Extension to lulav (strict – obviously for mitzvah, muktzeh) 

 Mordechai: Extension to sleeping (strict – no “Leishev” available to differentiate) 

MB: Extension to sleeping (lenient – disagrees with Mordechai) 

– Extension from sleeping to fruit or other non-Leishev foods (lenient, then strict – 

quotes competing sources in Sha’ar HaTziun) 

AHS: Extension to eating full meal in bad weather (lenient – based on Tosafot) 



 



 



 


